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FAN ENGAGEMENT: COMPLEX AND REWARDING

• There were 275 million engagements across the 80k official English Premier League [EPL] 
club tweets during the 2020/21 EPL season - engaging fans does not always equate with a 
positive perception but, when clubs get it right, it can be hugely rewarding.

• A step change in fan engagement started immediately upon the official announcement of 
a European Super League [ESL]. 

• 79% of British football fans oppose the ESL, according to a snap YouGov poll shortly after 
the announcement was made on April 18. 

• The direction of fan sentiment in #ESL related official EPL club posts chime with the above 
poll insights. 

• Manchester United have the most entries [12] in the Top 50 while Liverpool attract more 
fan engagement [1.8m] from fewer tweets. [See engagement league table on page 21].

• Donald Trump may be permanently suspended from Twitter but it was his protest tweet 
‘STOP THE COUNT’ which provided Southampton Football Club with the inspiration for the  
most engaging tweet of the season, using the Saints’ fleeting top-of-the-table dominance.

• The same kind of admin banter was deployed by Wolves during the white heat of the ESL 
debacle, imagining the 2018/19 Premier League season without the Big Six and realising 
they would have been ‘champions’.  

• Emotions ran high right up until the last fortnight of the season when bereaved Liverpool 
goalkeeper, Alisson, headed the winner in the fifth minute of added time. Celebrations 
on the official Liverpool Twitter account were received by many fans as dedication to the 
Brazilian’s father, Jose, who drowned in a lake near his house earlier in the season.  

                                    

Mediacells analysed 80,000 fan-centred tweets from the 20 English Premier League [EPL] 

clubs and applied an engagements-per-post* benchmark to produce a Top 50 ranking.

When a new player arrives at a club the messaging style tends to be iconic and graphical 

The Happy Birthday post is a guaranteed crowd pleaser

A jubilant display reserved for big moments like trophy wins and club promotions

The social media obituary is immediate, authentic, solemn and fan-regulated

Football is not only about the beautiful game and can chime with more tragic life moments

When a club or player supports another’s decision or shares emotion or sentiment

When a club uses its platform as a force for good e.g. #stoponlineabuse

Official announcement e.g. planning permission for a new stadium or exiting manager

A club win, particularly one over a close rival, is often celebrated with studio-grade graphics

When clubs feel the urge to communicate history, value and appeal
The club social media account moderator aka Admin is usually a skilful editorial voice

New meme trend: How it Started, How it’s Going

CELEBRATE

WELCOME

REJOICE

COMMEMORATE

EMPATHY

CARMARADERIE

CAMPAIGN

ANNOUNCE

RESULT

PROVENANCE

ADMIN BANTER

HiSHiG

MESSAGE TYPES:

*Twitter engagement is a native metric and is calculated by combining likes, retweets, replies, @mentions.
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Southampton FC achieve the most engaging tweet of the
season with a social media set piece. The club celebrated 
their historic, albeit temporary, place atop the Premier 
League by tapping into the mood surrounding last year’s 
US election saga. Saints content travelled across social, 
traditional UK media (Sky, Telegraph, Daily Mail, talkSPORT) 
as well as resonating with American fans and voters.

1. Southampton 
ADMIN BANTER
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3

     4

Liverpool boss Jurgen Klopp was not able to attend 
his mother’s funeral due to COVID restrictions and 
the club posted a simple, supportive message.

When the father of Liverpool goalkeeper Alisson 
Becker died in an apparent drowning accident the 
club’s supportive post was echoed by fans.

A short video to welcome Thiago Alcântara to
Anfield is well received by the Liverpool faithful.

2. Liverpool

3. Liverpool 

4. Liverpool
WELCOME

COMMEMORATE

COMMEMORATE
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6

     7

Gareth Bale’s return to Spurs is underpinned by the
#BaleIsBack video campaign which focuses on his 
successes for the club the first time around.
.

One of two #NoThomasNoPartey campaign posts - this 
one in video format attracting 3 million views.

The #HiKai campaign kicks off with a traditional ‘just
got signed’ photo, complete with sponsor branding.
A more teen-centric announcement was made soon
after.

5. Spurs

6. Arsenal

7. Chelsea
WELCOME

WELCOME

WELCOME
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8
9

   10

Arsenal say farewell to Mesut Özil and in the 
accompanying website tribute he says “the support I 
have felt from the team and fans during my time here 
has been truly incredible.” 

The club statement announcing withdrawal from the 
European Super League receives a mixed reaction 
from fans wanting an apology.

The Elland Road message ‘Earn it on the pitch. Football is 
for the fans,‘ was extended to their draw against ‘Super 
League side’ Liverpool and was greeted with fan delight. 

8. Arsenal

9. Manchester United

10. Leeds United 

ANNOUNCE

RESULT

COMMEMORATE
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11

13
12

14

A contrite message from the club resonates with 
fans and is the second of three top ten posts which 
alludes to the European Super League debacle. 

Oli Burke scored a deflected winner as Sheffield 
United won at Old Trafford.

Arch Mancunian rivals City take sides with north
London visitors Spurs and retweet ‘an unforgettable
afternoon at Old Trafford’ – a celebration of the
away club’s 1-6 drubbing of the home team. 

There is a conflicting mix of sentiments from fans reacting 
to the incoming coach who took Paris Saint-Germain to 
the Champions League final last year and Chelsea this 
year.

11. Arsenal

13. Sheffield United

12. Manchester City  

14. Chelsea

ANNOUNCE

ADMIN BANTER

RESULT

WELCOME
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15

17
16

18

Leeds’ contribution to the #ESL conversation is 
rolled out, quite literally, as a giant banner in the 
fanless stands urging clubs to ‘Earn it on the pitch’. 

Since Auba’s captaincy his currency has continued
to rise in the club and this one-minute video story
compares him to legends Thierry Henry and Tony
Adams, generating postive fan sentiments. 

Old Trafford pays tribute to Wayne Rooney and 
wishes him well in his new management career.

Still with the #ESL conversation, Wolves imagine the 
2018/19 Premier League season without the Big Six and 
realise they would have been champions. 

15. Leeds  

17. Arsenal 

16. Wolves 

18. Manchester United 

ADMIN BANTER

CAMPAIGN

PROVENANCE

COMMEMORATE
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19

21
20

22

Big Anfield welcome to Turkey centre-back Ozan 
Kabak on loan from Schalke and now keen to secure 
a permanent Reds position. 

When goalkeeper Alisson headed a winner in the 5th 
minute of added time, the football family knew that the 
astonishing, heroic display was dedicated to his father, 
Jose, who drowned in a lake in Brazil earlier in the season. 

The now legendary subversion of the Spurs How it
Started, How it’s Going meme about the ‘return’ of
Gareth Bale which was promptly corrected by the
Saints.

Talismanic midfielder N’Golo Kante wins accolades on the 
pitch and is famous off the pitch for driving a battered 
Mini Cooper to Chelsea training days. 

19. Liverpool 

21. Liverpool

20. Southampton

22. Chelsea 

WELCOME

HiSHiG

REJOICE

REJOICE
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23

25
24

26

Many clubs paid tribute to Diego Maradona but it 
was this post from Liverpool Football Club which 
resonated most with fans. 

Sometimes actions speak louder than words.

Classic birthday wishes to Sir Alex with an 
acknowledgement of his famous love of wine.

The announcement of LFC’s withdrawal from the ESL was 
nothing remarkable on its own but in the context of the 
entire first-team squad’s unified sentiment that they 
‘don’t like it and they don’t want it to happen’ meant the 
club’s perfunctory announcement was better received 
than Manchester United’s [see #9].

23. Liverpool 

25. Chelsea 

24. Liverpool

26. Manchester United

REJOICE

COMMEMORATE

ANNOUNCE

CELEBRATE
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27

29
28

30

A neutral club announcement is met with highly-
charged emotional fan responses.

News that exective vice chairman Ed Woodward will 
step down from his role at the end of 2021 is used as 
a platform by #GlazersOut protesters.

A political message is received with high engagement
but a mixed blend of emotion and sentiment from the
global Twitter audience.

The visual celebration of a 5th Premier League title 
was well received by fans despite the creative team’s 
confession on LinkedIn that the image had gone through 
‘many composition changes’.

27. Chelsea

29. Manchester United

28. Arsenal

30. Manchester City

ANNOUNCE

EMPATHY

ANNOUNCE

REJOICE
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31

33
32

34

A simple pictorial post welcoming Édouard Osoque
Mendy to the Chelsea sticks is a signpost to the
longer form announcement at chelseafc.com.

New Norwegian on-loan attacking midfielder Martin 
Ødegaard receives a warm welcome and fans are 
hoping he will not only stay but will manage to 
attract Sheffield United midfielder Sander Berge. 

Alex Telles is given the 6-second, meme-friendly
animation which can of course be recycled as a
reaction photo!

A win against Manchester City at the beginning of the 
month is amplified by Chelsea fans as a good omen for 
the Champions League final at the end of May.

31. Chelsea 

33. Arsenal 

32. Manchester United

34. Chelsea
REJOICE

WELCOME

WELCOME

WELCOME
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35

37
36

38

Edinson Cavani is given a 6-second meme-friendly
reaction animation to mark his arrival at Old Trafford.

Chelsea’s Twitter delight at making it to the 2012 
Champions League final is updated in 2021. Chelsea 
beat Bayern Munich on penalties in the 2012 final.

The second Top 50 entry for Thiago Alcântara welcomed 
and warmly received by fans.  

Very formal announcement seemingly written by the 
legal team that the club has ‘formally enacted the 
procedures to withdraw from the group developing plans 
for a European Super League.’

35. Manchester United

37. Chelsea

36. Liverpool

38. Manchester City

WELCOME

WELCOME

REJOICE

ANNOUNCE
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39

41
42

Bruno Fernandes 10/10 performance transforms into 
fan banter in the downstream comments, playfully 
pitting him against strike partner Marcus Rashford. 

Iconic tribute to Manchester United’s
#FlowersOfManchester with a photo of the Busby 
Babes in 1958, taken shortly before their last match 
and tragic air disaster. The post is shared and liked 
widely on Twitter and Instagram.

Edinson Cavani has signed a new one-year contract with 
Manchester United, extending his stay at the club until the 
end of the 2021-22 season.

Qualification for the FA Cup final is amplified by 
superfans quoting the official tweet 5k times.

39. Manchester United

41. Manchester United

40. Manchester United

42. Chelsea

WELCOME

CELEBRATE

COMMEMORATE

REJOICE
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43

45
44

46

Early congratulations from the London Blues to 
the Manchester Sky Blues on winning the 2020/21 
Premier League title attact fan likes from both clubs. 

Portugeuse striker Diogo ‘Jota’ José Teixeira da Silva 
joins the club on a long term deal in September 
2020.

Blues victory tweet after beating Real Madrid in the 
Champions League semi-final invokes the meme from 
the North Carolina basketball team ‘locker room’ video.

Arsenal celebrate Mesut Özil’s 32nd birthday before his 
departure to Fenerbahçe in January 2021.

43. Chelsea

45. Liverpool

44. Chelsea  

46. Arsenal

CARMARADERIE

REJOICE

WELCOME

CELEBRATE
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47

49
48

50

The Foxes lead the emerging trend
of clubs celebrating their players’ international 
performance.

North western rivals send affection and support 
for Jürgen Klopp, wrapped in a quoted tweet of the 
original LFC You’ll Never Walk Alone earlier post.

One of many tributes to Diego Maradona, shown here
in action for Barcelona against Manchester United. Great photo 
of the evening in 1984 when Maradona was to be denied three 
times. 

The ‘El Matador’ post celebrates ‘one more year’ of 
Edinson Cavani at Old Trafford and completes the 
2020/21 season’s Top 50 Premier League official club 
tweets. 

47. Leicester City

49. Manchester United

48. Manchester United

50. Manchester United
ACTION

REJOICE

COMMEMORATE

EMPATHY
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No. URL
1 https://www.twitter.com/46143892/status/1324836694420578304
2 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1359494381854687233
3 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1364931997219577860
4 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1306970781465948160
5 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1307363856151392257
6 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1313241301148749824
7 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301959172192440320
8 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1353342027421904896
9 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1384627149106302976
10 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1300025219214499842
11 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1301195227022196737
12 https://www.twitter.com/1024095475/status/1384249148732444679
13 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1384626900056805379
14 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1299293943415402497
15 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1312805795621474304
16 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1299293176633712641
17 https://www.twitter.com/63463538/status/1354552402700066819
18 https://www.twitter.com/15891449/status/1303045630290546688
19 https://www.twitter.com/85307509/status/1302880402043006976
20 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1354130352172920832
21 https://www.twitter.com/1024095475/status/1384203873653465094
22 https://www.twitter.com/49296276/status/1384437712393064451
23 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1305889349452652548
24 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1350094279457320961
25 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1356361268307914752
26 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1298968969198669828
27 https://www.twitter.com/46143892/status/1314234901995159553
28 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1393980901734891520
29 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301962256297664513
30 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1390062789398568963
31 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1331642065801908225
32 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1298651918366056448
33 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1384626759518261251
34 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1390047005754466304
35 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1344539391105130496
36 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1353665331731066887
37 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1301196435644444673
38 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1319896407302565890
39 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1384602779075813385
40 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1299612151582199809
41 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1392190669947539459

TOP 100 EPL TWEET URLS:
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42 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1309055914662653953
43 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1313163095284609029
44 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1354392486291140609
45 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1391096542522757128
46 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1313221775786995714
47 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1306971714115588099
48 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1390048554568327172
49 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1384603706113540096
50 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1387874824903708672
51 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1391800255163867140
52 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1357947212685271040
53 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1383487112582860807
54 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1392195820267704322
55 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1390050456513269766
56 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1307348264472240128
57 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1316619818930335745
58 https://www.twitter.com/122392884/status/1375863235023405061
59 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1331645650874880002
60 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1303424095355383814
61 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1359520485642563586
62 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1391785339434545154
63 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1381294390757498882
64 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1394564352255172610
65 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1331644827499450373
66 https://www.twitter.com/122392884/status/1393629605907546124
67 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1307349357684051970
68 https://www.twitter.com/441309926/status/1352530642974765058
69 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1353356885265539074
70 https://www.twitter.com/46143892/status/1384460436519591942
71 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1323748978295558145
72 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1346575320749629444
73 https://www.twitter.com/122392884/status/1307590320109039617
74 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1345129156129021952
75 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1359131580208414722
76 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1338436839166910465
77 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1376580578649210887
78 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1307357575168524288
79 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1300814758455783425
80 https://www.twitter.com/122392884/status/1310546043801612288
81 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301964988370706432
82 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1306974069733064705
83 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1368633274248146944
84 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1314282662220181505
85 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1354391240842862593
86 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1307364885597171712
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87 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1361811669173813249
88 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1348055970346315777
89 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1315648461774163968
90 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1305525488241250305
91 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1390264891064324097
92 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1299737323702190080
93 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1340417924843122688
94 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1375764611190915076
95 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1313360589427621889
96 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1394725543812210691
97 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1345127659727167488
98 https://www.twitter.com/15891449/status/1314289812682268672
99 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1305896806258278401
100 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301970218495901696
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Email: insights@mediacells.com
Twitter: @mediacells
Web: Mediacells.com

Thank you.

                  Fan Engagement Analysts

Information services for sports 
and entertainment companies 

who are tasked to quantify 
360-degree fan engagement.

Highly engaging data-driven 
content to tell your success 

stories.

A benchmarking tool for sports 
clubs and brands who want to 
optimise social performance.

Understand influencers better 
so you can change their 

perception of your brand.
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